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We illustrate the application of quantum computing techniques to the investigation of the thermody-
namical properties of a simple system, made up of three quantum spins with frustrated pair interactions
and affected by a hard sign problem when treated within classical computational schemes. We show how
quantum algorithms completely solve the problem, and discuss how this can apply to more complex
systems of physical interest, with emphasis on the possible systematics and on their control.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The computation of thermal averages for a quantum
mechanical system is a common challenge to many differ-
ent fields of modern physics, in diverse areas such as
condensed matter or fundamental interactions. In most
cases, the issue is connected to the determination of the
phase diagram of the system: this is the case, for instance,
of quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the theory that
describes strong interactions within the standard model
of particle physics. In this context, the QCD phase diagram
is related to fundamental questions regarding the properties
of the Universe in its early stages, or the internal structure
and composition of compact astrophysical objects, such as
neutron stars [1,2].

In the absence of an exact solution, the strongly
interacting nature of the system generally makes analytical
tools, such as perturbation theory, unfeasible, and demands
for a numerical approach. Monte Carlo (MC) algorithms
represent a possible solution to the problem: in a nutshell,
the computation of quantum thermal averages is brought to
the form of a classical computation. Namely, after properly
choosing the basis of the Hilbert space (the so-called
computational basis), one performs a classical computation
by means of classical MC methods, when possible. The
path-integral formulation of quantum mechanics provides a
suitable framework where this can be done systematically.
The partition function of the quantum thermal system is
rewritten in terms of a Euclidean path integral, which
resembles the partition function of a classical statistical
system in one more dimension (Euclidean time); Euclidean
paths, or field configurations, are assigned a Boltzmann-
like weight, corresponding to the exponential of minus the
action. The path integral, in particular thermal averages, is
then computed using standard tools, such as MC impor-
tance sampling.
Unfortunately, the prescription depicted above fails

dramatically when the weight turns out to be nonpositive
defined or, even worse, complex. This constitutes the
infamous sign problem, which prevents progress in many
fields, such as the accurate determination of the QCD phase
diagram at finite baryon density [3–5], and can be shown to
be a nondeterministic polynomial (NP) hard problem [6].
The problem is usually related to the path-integral formu-
lation itself, or, in other words, to the choice of the
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computational basis. Indeed, in the canonical formulation
of the partition function, all the Hamiltonian eigenstates
have a positive weight, as it stems from the hermiticity of
the Hamiltonian itself, or of other possible conserved
charges coupled to chemical potentials. However, deter-
mining the spectrum and the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
usually implies a similar or even greater level of computa-
tional difficulty.
The sign problem is often taken as one of the compelling

motivations for the development of quantum computing
(QC). Moving forward from the original proposal of
Feynman [7], QC has been nowadays exploiting the
possibility to operate algorithms based on quantum logic
gates, aimed at either solving certain tasks more efficiently
than classically, or in general reproducing the real-time
evolution of a system on a digital, or analog, platform [8,9].
Cornerstone examples are the Lloyd’s proposal for the
quantum simulation of the Schrödinger equation [10],
the Shor’s algorithm for integer factorization [11], and
the Grover’s algorithm for searching from an unstructured
database [12]. Our current investigation revolves around
the question on how one can make use of a quantum
computer in order to reproduce the quantum thermal
averages and then explore the phase diagram, i.e., on
how the sign problem can be solved in practice.
The reconstruction of quantum thermal averages via a

quantum computer has been object of a rather intense
theoretical activity in the past few years [13–25]. Here we
focus on a specific implementation, proposed in Ref. [16],
of the so-called quantum Metropolis sampling (QMS),
where the main idea is to exploit quantum parallelism in
order to sample directly in the eigenbasis of the
Hamiltonian. The purpose of this study is to implement
the algorithm for a prototype system where one finds a sign
problem in the path-integral formulation, showing that this
approach completely solves the problem and investigating
the possible systematics of the method. In particular, we
consider a system of three quantum spins coupled to each
other via antiferromagnetic interactions [26,27], a model
that has already been used as a QC testbed in several works,
and in particular in quantum simulators using trapped ions
[28,29] and nuclear magnetic resonance [30].
While it is almost trivial to diagonalize the system

Hamiltonian and perform a classical sign problem-free
computation, the way in which the quantum computer
solves it is general and applies, at least in principle, to
quantum systems of arbitrary complexity. Indeed, as we
will better explain in the following, everything relies on the
possibility of performing the quantum phase estimation
(QPE) algorithm for the system at hand: it is at this point
that the quantum advantage becomes manifest, since the
algorithm is able to do that with no need for an explicit
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give a

brief description of the model, showing how a discrete path

integral (Trotter-Suzuki decomposition [31,32]) performed
in the standard computational basis leads to a sign problem.
Section III provides a short summary of the QMS algorithm
adopted in this study. Section IV contains a summary of the
results obtained with our model, while the possible sys-
tematics related to the algorithm are discussed in Sec. V.
We conclude with Sec. VI, summarizing our results and
discussing possible extensions to more complex systems.
The quantum algorithm illustrated in this study has been

implemented on a quantum simulator (simulator for uni-
versal quantum algorithms) developed on purpose by one
of the authors (G. C.), which is inspired to the well-known
Qiskit simulator1 [33].

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

In this section, we introduce the system to be used as a
playground for testing the QMS algorithm. It is made up
of three quantum spin-1=2 variables, with frustrated pair
interactions. Its Hamiltonian reads

H¼Jðσx⊗σx⊗1þσx⊗1⊗σxþ1⊗σx⊗σxÞ; ð1Þ

where 1 stands for the 2 × 2 identity operator, σj (with
j ¼ x, y, z) denotes the usual spin-1=2 Pauli matrices, and J
is a positive parameter (in order to make the couplings
antiferromagnetic). Each of the 1 or σx operators acts on the
spin corresponding to its position in the tensor product, and
the full Hilbert space of the system is spanned by eight basis
states. A possible choice, which makes the problem trivial, is
to select as a basis the eight products of eigenstates (for each
spin) of the σx operator: this is also a basis of eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian, which has only two energy levels, the
lower onewith energy E0 ¼ −J and degeneracy 6 (two spins
aligned in either direction and opposite to the third spin), the
higher one with energy E1 ¼ 3J and degeneracy 2 (three
spins aligned in either direction).
We are however interested in working with the standard

computational basis, made up of eigenstates of the σz
operators for all spins, which is the one where the sign
problem appears. In the following, we will label, for
simplicity, each of the eight states of this basis by its decimal
correspondent, i.e., starting from j0i≡ j000i to j7i≡ j111i.
In this basis, the partition function of the system reads

Z ¼ Tr½e−βH� ¼
X7
α¼0

hαje−βHjαi; ð2Þ

where β is the inverse temperature (we adopt natural units,
ℏ ¼ kB ¼ 1). The path-integral approach consists in rewrit-
ing the expression above by partitioning the exponential

1We used our own simulator to add some ad hoc features
regarding the implementation of hybrid quantum-classical
operations.
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into the product of N smaller “evolution steps” (Trotter-
Suzuki decomposition [31,32]) and inserting N − 1 pro-
jectors over a complete set of states between each couple
of evolution steps. Doing so, we arrive to the well-known
expression

Z ¼
X
ðfαigÞ

YN
i¼1

hαiþ1je−
βH
N jαii; ð3Þ

where αNþ1 ≡ α1 and ðfαigÞ is the space of all possible
configurations, which we can interpret as periodic paths
labeled by a discrete Euclidean time variable i. If the
product of matrix elements turns out to be positive for each
path, then the sum over all possible Euclidean paths
appearing in Eq. (3) can be sampled by a classical MC
algorithm. However, it is easy to show that this is not the
case for this system, i.e., it is always possible to find paths
for which the product of matrix elements turns out to be
negative.
In order to show this fact, let us rewrite the elementary

evolution step in the following form:

e−
βH
N ¼ 1

4

�
ðe−3ε þ 3eεÞ1þ ðe−3ε − eεÞH

J

�
; ð4Þ

where ε≡ βJ=N [details about the derivation of Eq. (4) are
reported in Appendix]. Since the Hamiltonian is composed
of a symmetric combination of pair-products of σx oper-
ators, which flip the σz-component of the corresponding
spin, it should be clear that the only nonzero nondiagonal
matrix elements of expð−βH=NÞ are those between states
differing by exactly two spin flips. This fact enables to
split the computational basis into two disjoint sets which
are as follows:

Set 1∶ fj0i; j3i; j5i; j6ig; ð5aÞ

Set 2∶ fj1i; j2i; j4i; j7ig: ð5bÞ

Nondiagonal elements within the same set are all equal
and negative, and in particular their common value is
−eεð1 − e−4εÞ=4, while nondiagonal elements across the
two sets are exactly zero. In contrast, diagonal elements are
all equal to eεð3þ e−4εÞ=4.
To summarize, the discrete path-integral sum in Eq. (3)

simplifies by decoupling into two distinct and simpler
sums, where paths run either within Set 1 or within Set 2.
However, within each sum, paths presenting an odd
number2 of flips between different states carry a negative
weight. The contribution of these paths cannot be rewritten
in terms of a positive Boltzmann weight, i.e., in the form

P
expð−S½αi�Þ, where S½αi� is a real Euclidean action.

This invalidates the possibility of using classical methods
which approximate the sum by means of an MC sampling
of its terms.
In the QMS algorithm described in the next section, the

focus is brought again to the basis of eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian, which are sampled according to their thermal
weight. However, this is not done by exploiting the exact
solution of the problem (that, in this case, would be trivial),
but in a way which can be easily generalized to more
complex cases. As we shall see below, the key ingredient to
achieve this task will be the QPE algorithm [34,35].

III. THE QUANTUM METROPOLIS
SAMPLING ALGORITHM

This section is a brief, yet self-contained, overview of
the main steps of the QMS algorithm, to be operated on a
quantum computer. Further details can be found in the
original publication, Ref. [16].
The key ingredient of QC, which potentially enables an

exponential speed-up over any known classical algorithm
analogue, is quantum parallelism. Namely, the possibility,
for a set of N two-level quantum systems (the so-called
qubits, quantum analogues of classical bits), to be in a
superposition of states, thus simultaneously acting on an
exponential number 2N of classical configurations. Such an
ensemble of qubits can be suitably manipulated through a
sequence of invertible single- and two-qubit controlled-
NOT (CNOT) quantum logic gates (all mathematically
representable as unitary operators); this constitutes a
universal set of quantum gates [8,9].
The QMS algorithm is a procedure which enables to

perform a quantum MC sampling of thermal averages,
using a sequence of invertible quantum logic gates on a
register of qubits and classical measures on appropriate
subportions of it. More specifically, QMS makes use of
QPE in order to record the eigenvalues of a given quantum
Hamiltonian without explicitly knowing the detailed struc-
ture of its eigenvectors. Before entering the overview of
QMS, we discuss the working principle of QPE, lying at
the heart of it.

A. Quantum phase estimation

The QPE algorithm applies to the following general
problem. Suppose a given unitary operator U has an
eigenvector jui with eigenvalue eiθ (0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π). Also,
assume that one is able to prepare the state jui and to
perform controlled-U2j gates (j ∈ N). The latter operation
needs a set of two quantum registers, the first one
(1) containing the n qubits necessary to store jui; the
second one (2) containing an ancillary qubit, such that

j0i2 þ j1i2ffiffiffi
2

p ⊗ jui1⟶
c-U2j j0i2 þ ei2

jθj1i2ffiffiffi
2

p ⊗ jui1: ð6Þ
2It is always possible to find such paths, since one can also

insert an arbitrary number of diagonal matrix elements along the
Euclidean time.
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The purpose of QPE is to obtain the best l-bit estimate of θ,
for a given integer value of l [34,35].
To achieve this goal, one discretizes the possible values

of θ choosing a suitable encoding in binary notation
with r bits [up to Oð2−ðrþ1ÞÞ accuracy]. A sequence of
the above controlled-U2j gates needs to be applied (varying
j ¼ 0; 1; 2;…) on r different ancillary qubits, here referred
to as the control register. Since the quantum register that
stores jui is prepared in an eigenstate of the operators
U;U2; U4; � � �, the state of this register never changes,
while the phase factors eiθ; e2iθ; e4iθ;… are propagated
backward in the control register. Finally, a quantum Fourier
transform on the control register can be shown to provide
an approximate binary encoding of θ, where each digit is
represented by the state of a specific qubit state of the
register. In particular, the algorithm outputs the best l-bit
estimate of θ with probability> 1 − ϵ, if the control register
contains r ¼ lþOðlogð1=ϵÞÞ qubits and the obtained
result is rounded off to its most significant l bits [34].
For further details on the QPE algorithm, see, e.g., Ref. [9].
In the specific implementation of QMS, the QPE

procedure is applied to the unitary operator U ¼ e−iHt,
which, for a large class of physically relevant Hamiltonians,
can be efficiently simulated on a quantum computer [10],
after an appropriate discretization of the real-time evolution
(Trotterization) [31,32]. Since an eigenvector jψαi of H
with eigenvalue Eα is also an eigenvector of UðtÞ with
eigenvalue e−iEαt, it is thus possible to encode, in the
control register, the eigenvalues of H without explicitly
knowing the detailed structure of its eigenvectors [35].

B. Implementation of quantum
Metropolis sampling

We consider a generic quantum system that can be
represented (or approximated) by a finite number n of
qubits and is described by the Hamiltonian H. In principle,
the eigenvalues of H could take any real value, but for the
sake of simplicity, let us assume that they can be exactly
represented by a certain number r of qubits. This is always
possible for commensurate energy spacings, by discretizing
their possible values and using the binary representation
of the integers 0 through 2r − 1. As emerging from the
discussion above in Sec. III A, and will be clarified later in
Sec. V B, for systems with energy levels that are not
multiple of a certain energy unit this introduces a system-
atic error, which however can be made arbitrarily small
by increasing r (at the cost of increasing the complexity of
the algorithm).
The idea of the QMS algorithm is to adapt to the QC

framework the classical Markov Chain MC method [36],
by generating a sequence of eigenstates of H distributed
according to the Boltzmann statistical weight. While some
steps of the original classical algorithm can be extended to
the quantum case straightforwardly, the accept-reject step

requires more care since, due to the no-cloning theorem
[37,38], it is not possible to have a backup copy of the
original configuration to be used if the proposed update
is rejected.
To overcome this difficulty, the QMS algorithm uses four

quantum registers: a register representing the system wave
function jψi with n qubits, two r-qubits registers holding
information about the energy before (jEoldi) and after
(jEnewi) a proposed update, and a single-qubit register
with information about the acceptance (jacci). All these
registers can be arranged as

jacci4 ⊗ jEnewi3 ⊗ jEoldi2 ⊗ jψi1; ð7Þ

in the following, when omitted, the subscripts correspond-
ing to the various registers are intended as in (7). The QMS
algorithm then proceeds as follows:
Step 0.—At the beginning, the input state (7) has to be

initialized to zero for all registers, except the one holding
the system state, which must be set to an eigenstate jψki of
the Hamiltonian: j0; 0; 0;ψki. Any eigenstate will work,
so the simulation can be initialized, e.g., by making the
wave function collapse by means of an energy measure.
Step 1.—A QPE procedure ΦðoldÞ is performed between

register 1 and register 2,

j0i2 ⊗ jψki1⟶
ΦðoldÞ

jEki2 ⊗ jψki1; ð8Þ

Ek being the energy of the eigenstate jψki. Thus, the global
output state after this step is j0; 0; Ek;ψki.
Step 2.—The choice of the trial update is implemented

by randomly selecting a unitary operator C from a certain
set C ⊆ Uð2nÞ and applying it to the first register,3

jEki2 ⊗ jψki1!C
X
p

xðCÞk;p jEki2 ⊗ jψpi1; ð9Þ

where xðCÞk;p are the matrix elements of C. This operation is

followed by a QPEΦðnewÞ between register 1 and register 3,

j0i3 ⊗ jψpi1⟶
ΦðnewÞ

jEpi3 ⊗ jψpi1: ð10Þ

In summary, this brings the output state of step 1 into a new
(formal) superposition of eigenstates,

j0; 0; Ek;ψki⟶
Step 2 X

p

xðCÞk;p j0; Ep; Ek;ψpi: ð11Þ

3There is a lot of arbitrariness in the choice of the set C, but
with two requirements: for each element of C, its inverse must be
in C as well, and the set must be large enough to ensure ergodicity
in the sampling of energy eigenstates.
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Step 3.—This step is the quantum analogue of the
accept-reject procedure: a one-qubit operator WðEp; EkÞ
is applied to the acceptance register 4, conditioned (by
controlled gates) on both the old and new energy registers
(2 and 3), such that

j0; Ep; Ek;ψpi
!W
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

fðp; kÞ
p

j1i þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − fðp; kÞ

p
j0i

�
⊗ jEp; Ek;ψpi;

ð12Þ

where

fðp; kÞ ¼ min ð1; e−βðEp−EkÞÞ: ð13Þ

Now, a classical measure is done on the acceptance register,
which can only take the value 1 or 0. The outcome of this
measure is 1 with probability

X
p

fðp; kÞjxðCÞk;p j2; ð14Þ

and in this case we proceed by performing a classical
measure of energy on register 3, making the system qubits
collapse onto a given energy eigenstate j1; Ep; Ek;ψpi.
From this state, one resets4 all the nonsystem qubits
(registers 2, 3, and 4) to zero and then starts again the
algorithm from step 1. Things are slightly more complex
if the readout of the acceptance register is 0: in this case,
the trial state has to be rejected, and therefore the update
step needs to be reverted, using the procedure described
in step 4.
Step 4.—First, apply the inverse of the operator

U≡W ·ΦðnewÞ · C; ð15Þ

which represents the sequence of unitary operators applied
in steps 2 and 3. Notice that register 3 will be set to zero by
U†, while register 2 is kept untouched from step 1, giving
us a reference value for the initial energy. A QPE ΦðnewÞ
followed by a classical measure on register 3 can return two
possible results: if Enew ¼ Ek, one has succeeded in
reverting back the system state into an energy eigenstate
with energy5 Ek; it is thus possible to reset all nonsystem
qubits and start again from step 1. If instead Enew ≠ Ek, one
has to apply ½ΦðnewÞ�−1, followed by U and by a measure in

the acceptance register (in order to reach a configuration
analogous to the one at the end of step 3), and repeat step 4
until Enew is equal to Ek. From a practical point of view, it is
reasonable to set a maximum number of iterations for this
procedure, after which the whole update is aborted and one
has to restart from step 0.
The QMC algorithm is thus completely determined once

the set C of unitary operators needed in the step 3 is known.
This set has to satisfy some requirements for the QMC
procedure to correctly sample the Boltzmann weight, which
however do not fix completely its form: it is indeed
sufficient that if C ∈ C also C† ∈ C, moreover C has to
be large enough to enable any energy eigenstate to be
reached in a finite number of steps. For complex systems,
the numerical effectiveness of the QMC algorithm could
however significantly depend on the choice of the set C,
and it would be of great help to dispose of a systematic
procedure to select a convenient set of unitary trans-
formations. For the few-level systems investigated in this
work, this is however not a big problem and thus, in the
following, we will not specifically investigate the issue of
optimizing the choice of the set C.
We finally emphasize that the possibility of using

quantum gates controlled by classical measure is a key
ingredient for the implementation of the QMS algorithm.
This feature is used at the end of step 3 when, depending
on the result of the classical measure on the acceptance
register, one accepts (go to step 1) or rejects (go to step 4)
the proposed configuration. Moreover, in case of reject,
another classical control is needed to check whether Enew is
equal to Eold or not.

C. Measuring observables

Using the QMS algorithm, we can generate a sequence
of energy eigenstates whose energy is distributed according
to the Boltzmann weight and, in particular, we can easily
compute thermal averages of operators commuting with the
Hamiltonian H. One is also interested, however, in com-
puting thermal averages of a generic observable O, which
does not commute with H. The measure of such an
observable on the system register would however spoil
the stochastic exactness of the QMS algorithm, since the
state register would collapse away from the given energy
eigenstate.
This problem is obviously absent in the classical algo-

rithm; a possible way out is to measure the observable O
every nth steps of the QMS algorithm, with nth large enough
to let the system rethermalize between consecutive mea-
sures. A different strategy could be to start from step 0 of the
QMS algorithm, perform nth updates to reach thermal-
ization, measure the observable O, and finally abort the
simulation, repeating this procedure several times. In this
way, we have however less or no variability in the initial
configuration at step 0 (depending on the initialization
procedure adopted), and by performing nth rethermalization

4Resetting a qubit can be implemented, for example, by taking
a classical measure on that qubit, followed by a σx-gate if the
measure returns 1 (i.e., a CNOT controlled by a classical bit).

5The system state does not have to be equal to jψki; indeed, in
case of degeneracies, invertibility and ergodicity of the set of
updates C anyhow guarantee the exactness of the algorithm. In
particular, going to a different state can be viewed as reverting to
the original state followed by a microcanonical step.
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updates after every measure we expect to have a more
efficient sampling of the energies.
Note that, in both cases (i.e., using rethermalization or

different independent simulations), we have to fix the
number nth, and this introduces a systematic error in the
algorithm. By selecting nth large enough, this systematic can
be made negligible with respect to the statistical errors that
are present in every MC simulation; however, this means
that we cannot improve arbitrarily the accuracy by simply
increasing the statistics. A detailed discussion of this point
will be presented in Sec. V. Finally, let us explicitly remark
that, if we are interested in computing the quantum thermal
average of several operators, rethermalization updates are
required after the measure of each of these observables, the
only exception being the case of observables commuting
with each other, which can be measured (in any order) with
no need for in-between rethermalization.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the results obtained by
applying the QMS algorithm to the frustrated triangle
system described by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1).
States of the frustrated triangle can be represented using

n ¼ 3 qubits, while the energy of the system can be exactly
encoded by using only one qubit (r ¼ 1). Indeed, since
the energy takes only two values (−J and 3J), by shifting
and rescaling H, we can define the new Hamiltonian
H̃ ¼ ð1þH=JÞ=4, whose spectrum is only made of
eigenvalues equal to 0 or 1. The total number of required
qubits is therefore nþ 2rþ 1 ¼ 6.
To proceed with the QMS algorithm, we need two basic

ingredients: to be able to perform a QPE and to determine
the set C of unitary operators to be used for generating trial
states. As previously discussed, the set C has to ensure
ergodicity (in this context, by ergodicity we do not mean
the possibility to actually explore the whole Hilbert space,
but only the whole set of energy eigenstates) and if U ∈ C,
also U† has to belong to the same set (reversibility).
The naive choice of single spin flips 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ σx,

1 ⊗ σx ⊗ 1, and σx ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 does not ensure ergodicity,
as evident from the observation that all these operators
commute with H. An ergodic choice can be obtained
instead by replacing the spin flip operator σx in the previous
expressions by the Hadamard gate 1ffiffi

2
p ðσz þ σxÞ [8]. Since

these transformations are involutions, reversibility is also
automatically satisfied. With this choice, we obtain an
average acceptance probability in the Metropolis step that
goes from 99% for β ¼ 0.1 to 91% for β ¼ 1.0.
For what concerns the QPE, this actually boils down to a

real-time evolution (see Sec. III A) and, for the frustrated
triangle, time evolution is particularly simple: since all
terms in H commute pairwise and their square is propor-
tional to the identity, we can easily construct the time
evolution operator as a product of terms like

e−itJ1⊗σx⊗σx ¼ ð1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1Þ cosðJtÞ
− ið1 ⊗ σx ⊗ σxÞ sinðJtÞ: ð16Þ

Wewill come back later to the systematics associated to the
QPE when such an analytical expression is not available.
Now we have all the ingredients required for the appli-

cation of the QMS algorithm and, in order to test its
effectiveness, we start by studying the dependence on the
temperature of the internal energy hH̃i, comparing numerical
data with exact analytical results. Such a comparison is
performed in Fig. 1, and we can see that there is excellent
agreement between the two determinations.
We now move to the computation of thermal averages of

operators not commuting with the Hamiltonian. We have
tested several Hermitian operators, but here we only report
the results obtained for

A ¼ σx ⊗ σx ⊗ ð1þ σyÞ: ð17Þ

The outcomes obtained in all other cases are equivalent.
After some preliminary test (see Sec. VA for a thorough
analysis), we decided to use 200 rethermalization steps after
each measure of A, and in Fig. 1, we show the results
obtained with a statistics of about 107 measures. Even in this
case, the agreement between the numerical estimates and the
exact results is remarkable; this is a direct proof of the fact
that the algorithm properly samples the configurations and
effectively solves the sign problem of this model.
After having checked that the QMS algorithm correctly

samples the states of the system, we can investigate some
aspects related to the efficiency of the method. In particular,
a possible weak point of the QMS algorithm is the iterative
procedure required in step 4 (see Sec. III B) to project back
a rejected update: if a very large number of iterations are
required, the algorithm obviously loses its effectiveness.
However, we found that, at least for the frustrated triangle
studied in this work, the number of reverting steps required
for each iteration is relatively small, and its distribution can
be well approximated by an exponential, as shown in the
histogram of Fig. 2 for some values of β. The distribution of
the number of reverting steps gets broader for small β
values, signaling that the algorithm is less efficient in this
regime; on the other hand, this is mitigated by the fact that
at low β the acceptance is higher, so that reverting steps
occur less frequently. For this system and setup, we observe
∼10 reverting steps on average at β ¼ 0.1 and a lower
number at larger β. In general, a possible way of reducing
the impact of the reverting steps on the simulation time
would be to look for a set C of moves with larger acceptance
probability, so to reduce the occurrence of the iterative step.
We note however that the dependence of the average
number of reversing steps on β is quite mild, being to a
good accuracy proportional to 1=β, to be compared with the
exponential behavior typically encountered in systems
characterized by sign problems.
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One last comment must be done on the number of
quantum gates required to perform a single Metropolis step.
In order to perform the QPE and apply the operator U, i.e.,
before measuring the acceptance register, we need ∼100
gates. If we accept the new configuration, we need addi-
tional ∼200 gates to go back to step 1; otherwise, in case of
rejection, we need ∼100 gates in order to perform a single
reverse attempt. Beyond these gates, six gates controlled by
classical measures are needed for each iteration of the
algorithm and one for each reverse attempt. We see that,
even for a very simple system like the frustrated triangle,
the number of quantum gates used is large; therefore, in
order to run the algorithm on a real quantum computer, a
very high fidelity on the quantum gates is required.

V. SYSTEMATICS OF THE QMS ALGORITHM

The QMS algorithm generally presents a certain number
of systematic errors. In the previous section, we already
discussed the rethermalization updates to be performed
after each measure of an observable not commuting with
the Hamiltonian. For the frustrated triangle, this was the
only source of systematic error in the QMS algorithm.
Here we discuss the systematics that have to be taken into
account, beyond rethermalization, when using QMS to
simulate a generic quantum system.
Digitalization of the energy.—In the QMS update, energy

has to be stored in two quantum registers, each composed of
r qubits, and if the spectrum of the Hamiltonian cannot be
exactly mapped to an r − bit binary number, one introduces
a truncation error in the energies and thus a systematic in the
sampling. Even for toy models, this is clearly unavoidable
whenever energy eigenvalues are incommensurable with
each other, like for a three-state system with energy levels
0; 1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
, and 1.

Digitalization of the state.—This problem is present for
systems with continuous degrees of freedom (like gauge
theories associated to continuous Lie groups). In such
cases, we need to choose a proper digitalization of the state,
i.e., a way of approximating the state by using only n
qubits. For more details, see Refs. [39–42].
QPE implementation.—As briefly recalled in Sec. III A,

the implementation of the QPE algorithm requires a real-
time unitary evolution on the system register using e−iHt.
In practice, such an evolution cannot be performed
exactly, but has to be approximated by a Trotterization,
thus introducing a systematic error related to the finite
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p

β = 0.1
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FIG. 2. Histogram of the number of times step 4 of the QMS
algorithm had to be repeated for β ¼ 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0.
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FIG. 1. Expectation values of the energy H̃ and the observable A, defined in Eq. (17), for several values of β. In the top panel, solid
lines represent the exact analytical values of the observables; the bottom panel shows residuals (data are slightly shifted horizontally, to
improve readability) in order to better appreciate the consistency between analytical and numerical results.
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time-step (see, e.g., Refs. [43–48] for recent discussions
about this systematic effect in similar contexts).
The effect of all these systematics can be reduced at the

expense of increasing the computational complexity of
the algorithm: by increasing the number of used qubits, the
digitalization of both energies and states can be made
arbitrarily accurate and similarly the Trotter time step can
be reduced at will, making the QPE more and more
accurate. While this is true in theory, in practice one is
interested in understanding how these systematics scale
with the computational complexity, in order to understand
whether the algorithm is useful or not for the problem
at hand.
The last two systematics of the list (i.e., digitalization of

the state and QPE implementation) are not specific of
the QMS, but are common to all QC algorithms. For this
reason, they have already been discussed in the literature
and we will not further investigate them, thus concentrating
on the rethermalization and the digitalization of energy.

A. Rethermalization

We have performed several simulations with different
numbers of rethermalization steps to quantify the number
of needed rethermalization updates. As an example, the
results obtained for the average values hH̃i and hAi
[defined in Eq. (17)] are shown in Fig. 3 for β ¼ 1. The
observed behavior is analogous to that seen in the
thermalization of classical MC simulations: average values
depend on the number of rethermalization steps nth
adopted, but they converge to an asymptotic value when
nth increases.

This asymptotic value is the correct thermal average,
which can however be reached at different values of nth for
different observables, as clearly seen in Fig. 3; this is just a
consequence of the fact that different observables have
different thermalization times. In order not to introduce
systematics in the final estimates, nth has to be chosen large
enough that all the observables have reached their plateau
values with an accuracy that is larger than the target
precision of the simulation. We explicitly note that, in
order not to introduce biases, the maximum number of
iterations in step 4 of QMS have to be large enough to
guarantee that a complete thermalization cycle can be
performed without aborting the algorithm.

B. Digitalization of the energy

In order to assess howmuch the QMS algorithm relies on
an accurate estimation of the energies, we considered a
simple system made up of two qubits representing an
Hamiltonian H with the following four energy levels:
f0; 1

2
; 1ffiffi

2
p ; 3

4
g. With this setup, energy levels can never be

exactly digitalized, and we can also investigate the effect of
having two nearby levels (1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
and 3=4) that cannot be

resolved if the number of used qubits is too small.
As a preliminary test, we isolated the QPE step: in Fig. 4,

we show the results of a single application of the QPE
procedure Φ to the eigenstate of H associated to the
eigenvalue λ1 ¼ 1ffiffi

2
p , using a variable number r of qubits

for the energy register. Since λ1 cannot be represented by a
fraction of powers of 2, a measure in the energy register
does not always collapse to the same state, but has a certain
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FIG. 3. Effects of different numbers of (re-)thermalization steps
at β ¼ 1 on the expectation values of the energy and of the non-
H-commuting observable A defined in Eq. (17). The points with a
circle refer to measures taken during the Metropolis chain after
each rethermalization sequence, while the ones with a triangle
refer to measures taken at the end of a single Metropolis chain
after a certain number of thermalization steps, starting always
from the initial eigenstate 1ffiffi

2
p ðj0i − j3iÞ.
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FIG. 4. Accuracy of the QPE procedure for the exact eigenvalue
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2
p using different numbers of qubits for the energy register.

Here hEi and σðEÞ denote the average value and the standard
deviation of the energy distribution, as obtained from QPE. In the
upper panel, QPE estimates for hEi are compared with the exact
value (dashed line); the middle panel shows the ratio between the
absolute value of the discrepancy and the standard deviation; the
bottom panel shows the scaling of σðEÞ with the number of qubits.
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probability to collapse to a state with neighboring energy,
so that each measure is affected by a sampling error, which
however vanishes exponentially in r.
More interesting are the effects of errors in the estimates

occurring during the full QMS algorithm, as can be
observed from the average of the energies measured, shown
in Fig. 5 for three different digitalizations of the energy
(r ¼ 4, 6, and 8). Using four qubits seems not to give a
sufficiently accurate estimate along the explored range in β,
while 6 and 8 qubits show reasonable accuracy, even if the
convergence behavior is not always clear, as apparent, for
example, at β ¼ 1. Nevertheless, comparing the energy
probability distribution of the samples with the exact one
(Fig. 6), we can observe a clearer convergence to the exact
weights at increasing number of qubits r. Notice that a

proper discrimination between neighboring eigenvalues in
the spectra (as 1ffiffi

2
p and 3

4
) can occur only if the number of

qubits is sufficient.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paperwe have described, implemented, and tested a
quantum algorithm able to measure thermal averages
for quantum mechanical systems. Our results are for a very
simple system of frustrated spins, which exhibits the
infamous sign problem when rewritten in terms of
Euclidean path integrals, thus making the use of classical
Monte Carlo simulations impossible. In this sense, our toy
model shares the same problems of more complex and
physically meaningful problems, such as the study of the
phase structure of Lattice QCD at finite temperature and
density. It therefore conceptually paves the way to quantum
simulations of those systems, as soon as appropriately
powerful quantumcomputers become available in the future.
The algorithm chosen for our study is the quantum

Metropolis algorithm introduced in Ref. [16], which has
been briefly reviewed in Sec. III. Even if inspired by the
standard Metropolis algorithm, it cannot be considered a
Markov chain in the classical sense, since the measurement
of observables interferes with the Markov process itself,
thus destroying equilibration and leading to the need for
rethermalization after each measurement is taken (unless
the observable commutes with the Hamiltonian). Of course,
this is not a peculiar feature of the algorithm, but rather
something which one expects in general, because of the
quantum nature of the system and of the algorithm.
We have verified that our quantum algorithm reproduces,

within statistical errors, exact results for the thermal
averages of the energy and of an additional operator that
does not commute with the Hamiltonian. We have quanti-
fied the size of the statistical and sampling errors and their
behavior with respect to the number of simulation steps.
We have also discussed and measured the systematic errors
due to several different effects, such as the accuracy of the
phase estimation process, the sampling accuracy as a
function of the qubit register size, as well as some
conceptually unavoidable performance losses associated
to the reverting steps of the algorithm.
All these systematic errors, together with the computing

depth of the complete algorithm, will ultimately play a key
role to define the actual viability of this quantum algorithm
as one moves from simple toy models to the study of real-
life complex physical systems. This perspective suggests
several avenues for further studies, ranging from the
implementation of the present model onto actual QC
machines, to the implementation of the algorithm for more
complex (possibly gauge invariant) models, to the analysis
of the optimal balance point between computational accu-
racy and efficiency versus register size and algorithm
complexity: work is in progress along these directions.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF EQ. (4)

Here we present a derivation of Eq (4), which was used in
Sec. II to better understand the structure of the path-integral
representation of the frustrated triangle. We start from the
Taylor expansion of the Euclidean evolution operator,

e−
βH
N ¼

X∞
n¼0

1

n!

�
−
β

N

�
n
Hn: ðA1Þ

It is then easy to check that the Hamiltonian (1) satisfies the
property H2 ¼ ð3J21þ 2JHÞ; therefore we have, for any
integer n, a relation of the form

Hn ¼ αn1þ βnH: ðA2Þ

To fix the values of αn and βn, we can diagonalize
both members of this equation and remember that the
eigenvaules of H are just −J and 3J. In this way, we
immediately get

Hn ¼ Jn

4

	
½3ð−1Þn þ 3n�1þ ½3n þ ð−1Þnþ1�H

J



ðA3Þ

and, plugging this result into Eq. (A1), we finally obtain

e−
βH
N ¼

X∞
n¼0

1

n!

�
−
β

N

�
n
Hn

¼ 1

4

�
ðe−3βJN þ 3e

βJ
N Þ1þ ðe−3βJN − e

βJ
N ÞH

J

�
: ðA4Þ
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